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Celebrating 20 Years of
Public Archaeology
Paleocultural Research Group was founded in late
1996 with three straightforward and interrelated
goals in mind: to conduct original, state-of-the-art
archaeological research; to promote communication
and collaboration among professional scientists,
avocationals, and American Indians; and to foster
public appreciation for the past through direct
participation and education.
Twenty field seasons later, those goals remain at the
heart of PCRG’s mission. Despite changes in personnel,
in funding sources, in members’ research interests,
and in the practice of archaeology, the pursuit of
high-quality research, meaningful collaboration, and
compelling education continue to guide our activities.
The keys to our success are not mysterious:
dedicated and innovative members, enthusiastic
students and volunteers, and steadfast institutional
partners. Over the past 20 years, PCRG has undertaken
57 major field projects, along with numerous laboratory
studies. Those efforts would not have been possible
without the many dedicated and enthusiastic volunteers
and students who staffed field crews, worked in the
lab, and carried out focused analyses. In 2016 alone,
65 individuals together donated more than 525
person-days to PCRG field projects. Each project
provides volunteers with opportunities to make real
contributions to archaeological research, while at
the same time connecting them to the cultural and
natural landscapes they value. Project participation
also connects members to a wider network of scientists,
avocationals, and students united by shared interests.
The ongoing strength of our network has been an
important ingredient in PCRG’s long-term success.
Since our first field season in 1997, institutional
partners have provided more than 3.5 million
dollars in grant funding to support the organization’s
research and public outreach efforts. Our continuing
partnerships with the State Historical Society of North
Dakota, the U.S. Forest Service, and History Colorado’s
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State Historical Fund have been especially important
and rewarding. PCRG research is built on inclusive
partnerships that combine the skills and resources of
many individuals and institutions to achieve goals that
are far larger than each could achieve independently.
PCRG’s collaborative approach to project development
also helps state and federal agencies maximize limited
funding and staff time.
The scope of PCRG research has grown over the
past 20 years. PCRG’s founding members—Stan Ahler,
Carl Falk, and Eric Feiler—were primarily focused on
the archaeology and paleoecology of northern Plains
Villagers, as well as the antecedent cultures of the Great
Plains from Paleoindian through Woodland groups.
That work continues today: the Beacon Island project,
carried out between 2002 and 2012, investigated a
large, single-component Agate Basin bison kill and
ongoing work at Chief Looking’s Village in Bismarck,
North Dakota builds on nearly 20 years of PCRG
Plains Village research (see sidebar). But our staff and
research affiliates have also expanded their research
interests to include the Southern Rocky Mountains,
especially southern Colorado’s San Juan Mountains and
the adjacent San Luis Valley, where they have studied
high-altitude sites, groves of culturally modified trees,
and seasonal residential base camps (see sidebar). In
fact, among PCRG’s 57 major field projects, 22 have
occurred on upland sites in Colorado.
PCRG researchers have also developed an interest
in the historical archaeology of settlers and American
Indians. PCRG has studied Fort Clark, a major
American Fur Company post on the Missouri in North
Dakota, and fur trade-era sites and collections in

Colorado. PCRG has also investigated eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century native settlements in North Dakota
and Colorado. Recent projects have focused on historic
trails.
PCRG’s ongoing Plains Village studies, in
combination with its historical archaeological research,
has strengthened the organization’s collaboration with
American Indians. PCRG staff are especially grateful
for the support of the Mandan, Hidatsa, Arikara Nation
and for tribal member participation in field research
programs.
From the beginning, PCRG research emphasized
intensive laboratory studies of excavated collections.
In addition to numerous analyses of Plains Village
collections, PCRG staff, research affiliates, and
volunteers have studied collections from the Clovisage Gault site in Texas, from a variety of Paleoindian
sites in Colorado and North Dakota, and from Pueblo
sites in Arizona. Our researchers also understand the
importance of re-examining older collections. PCRG
projects have analyzed existing collections of pottery
and stone tools from Plains Village sites, metal artifacts
from fur trade-era sites, projectile points and other
tools from Paleoindian sites, and faunal remains from
prehistoric and historic Native American settlements
and historic period fur-trade posts.
Geophysical surveys were always a component of
PCRG research, but over the past 20 years they have
become an indispensable cornerstone of nearly every
project. Whether investigating a Paleoindian bison
kill, a Woodland camp, an earthlodge community, or a
fur-trade post, PCRG researchers use a wide variety of
geophysical techniques, not only to design excavation

strategies, but also to gain an understanding of overall
site organization and structure.
PCRG strives to incorporate compelling public
education into every project. Over the past two decades
PCRG researchers have created school curricula,
designed interpretive signs and museum exhibits,
produced videos, commissioned artist’s reconstructions,
and delivered numerous public lectures—all with a
view to helping people better understand the diverse
ways people have adapted to and lived within past Great
Plains and Rocky Mountains landscapes. PCRG staff
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and members also make important contributions to the
professional literature in our area (see page 2).
PCRG has endured many challenges over the past
two decades, perhaps the greatest of which was the
untimely passing in 2007 of founding member and
long-time research director Stan Ahler. But Stan’s vision
for public participation in high-quality archaeological
research remains at the core of every PCRG project.
Our successes over the past 20 years testify to the
importance of and continuing need for public
engagement in heritage preservation.
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Project Highlight: Chief Looking’s Village, Burleigh County, North Dakota

Project Highlight: Upper Crossing Site, Saguache County, Colorado

Although Chief Looking’s Village—formerly known as
Ward Earth Lodge Village—has been publicly owned
since 1930, little was known about its age or content
when PCRG began work there in 2008. PCRG’s first
field season established the site’s age, demonstrated
that its archaeological deposits are surprisingly wellpreserved, and confirmed that two different types of
domestic architecture are present.
Using funding provided by the National Science
Foundation and the Northern Plains Heritage
Foundation, a multi-institution team of researchers

PCRG’s first project in Colorado’s San Luis Valley
has also proven to be its most important. Work at
the Upper Crossing site, a complex and extensive
multi-component archaeological locality, began in
2009 with a simple site assessment project. That work
demonstrated that Upper Crossing preserves a nearly
unique stratified record of American Indian occupation
spanning more than four millennia, from the Middle
Archaic through the nineteenth century.
Subsequent field seasons in 2010, 2011, and 2014
investigated Late Archaic basin houses, early Late
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led by PCRG returned in 2015 and 2016 to carry out
a focused study of household variability, the first of its
kind in the region. The primary goal is to understand
how local social identity influenced, and was influenced
by, broader historical trends.
In addition to its research goals, the project also
sought to engage a variety of local communities
through regularly scheduled public tours, volunteer
participation, student internships, new on-site
interpretive signs, and a video that illustrates the site
and the research process.

Baca Mountain Tract

Prehistoric stone enclosures, and an extensive grove of
peeled ponderosa pine trees. Data on faunal remains
and stone tools, in combination with architectural
data, have been crucial for understanding processes
of regional culture change, especially shifting mobility
patterns.
PCRG and its partner agencies, History Colorado’s
State Historical Fund, the Bureau of Land Management,
and the U.S. Forest Service, sought to disseminate the
results of those projects through a video short and an
artist’s reconstruction of a Late Prehistoric winter camp.
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On the Trail
of the Angry
Deer
Back to the Baca
Despite having to dodge hordes of hungry mosquitos—
some seemingly the size of arrow points—in July a
resolute PCRG crew returned to the Baca Mountain
Tract (BMT), a resource-rich woodland sandwiched
between the rugged Sangre de Cristo Range and the
open floor of the San Luis Valley. The BMT preserves
an unparalleled record of the successive waves of
human occupation in the region. The project was a

continuation of work conducted in 2012 and 2013 that
was sponsored by the Rio Grande National Forest and
History Colorado.
The 22 staff and volunteers who participated in
the 2016 project surveyed nearly 300 acres, in the
process recording 21 new sites and 21 new isolated
finds and expanding the boundaries of two previously
known sites. The resources they documented are
diverse, ranging from an isolated 10,000-year-old
Hell Gap point to the remains of a stamp mill used to
process gold ore in the late nineteenth century. Other
documented sites include culturally modified trees,
American Indian open camps and chipped and ground
stone scatters, nineteenth-century logging and mining
camps, and an historic trail. Diagnostic artifacts and
features point to regular American Indian use of the
area throughout the Holocene.
The crew also carried out an intensive metaldetector survey at the Bunker site, the only documented
paraje, or overnight camp, on the Old Spanish Trail,
which connected Santa Fe to Los Angles from 1829
to 1848. A previous metal-detector survey of the
site, conducted in 2012, yielded a wide variety of
artifacts dating to the late 1700s and 1800s. The 2016
re-investigation focused on two goals: comparing
the results obtained with different types of detectors
and expanding the extent of the surveyed area. More
than 175 metal artifacts were documented in 2016—
mostly from previously surveyed areas, illustrating
the effectiveness of intensive, multi-instrument
investigations.

PCRG’s August project required a diverse set of
archaeological and recreational skills: hand excavation
and screening, but also hot-springs soaking and knife
throwing. Project participants traveled to the upper
Arkansas River valley near Buena Vista to investigate
two possible basin houses at the Venado Enojado site—
Spanish for “the angry deer.” The site, a 15-ha scatter
of artifacts and hearth features, straddles U.S. Highway
285 on the western approach to Trout Creek Pass.
Since 1989, the Bureau of Land Management and
the Colorado Department of Transportation have
conducted 12 different projects at the site, revealing
a history of American Indian occupancy spanning
at least 2300 years, from approximately 3500 to 1200
years ago. Among those projects, PCRG researchers
were particularly interested in the results of groundpenetrating radar surveys conducted in 2011 and 2012
which suggested that two architectural features, known
as basin houses, might be present at the site. Basin
houses have yet to be identified in the Upper Arkansas,

despite long-standing predictions that they should
occur there.
Twenty-one people took part in the project,
including professional and avocational archaeologists,
students, and BLM archaeologists and interns. Kep
Heinitz, a Fort Lewis College anthropology graduate
who spent several years working seasonally as a
Forest Service archaeologist, generously provided a
location for the project’s base camp, arranged for water
delivery, and, along with his wife Cherina and their two
children, hosted a barbeque supper for the crew. Other
evening activities included visits to Mount Princeton
Hot Springs, games of beersbee, s’mores and whiskey
around the campfire, knife throwing and archery at
the Heinitz homestead, and a twilight visit to the Trout
Creek chert quarry.
The Venado Enojado crew opened 25 excavation
units, including four small blocks positioned to explore
the two radar anomalies. Unfortunately, no basin
houses were identified. Instead, the radar anomalies
proved to be shallow depressions in the surface of an
Early Pleistocene alluvial fan that is now buried by
Holocene sediment. Cultural materials were found
throughout the Holocene deposits and four hearths,
one of which was buried by a meter of fill, were
excavated in two other parts of the site.
Laboratory analyses are on-going. When completed,
data from the site will be used to create an interpretive
panel describing American Indian lifeways in the
upper Arkansas River valley that will be installed at the
Collegiate Peak Overlook on Highway 285.

The Venado Enojado
crew beginning their
investigation of two
radar anomalies at
the site (photo by Greg
Wolff).

Left: Jon Horn and Charlie Haecker working at the
Bunker site; Top: a view of Great Sand Dunes National
Park and Preserve from the Baca Mountain Tract.
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PCRG Members’ Activities
Rob Bozell
As with most years, much of 2016 was spent managing
the Nebraska Highway Archeology Program. Our team
surveyed over 200 proposed projects and borrow pits
across the state. Dozens of new archeological sites and
above-ground resources were identified and several
became the focus of limited testing programs. In
2016, the Nebraska State Historical Society re-started
a NAGPRA compliance program focusing on several
hundred sets of human remains and funerary objects
not affiliated with a particular tribe. We have begun
re-inventorying those remains and started new tribal
consultation efforts. Most of our affiliated remains were
repatriated in the 1990s.
Rolfe Mandel and Tony Layzell (University of
Kansas) and Courtney Ziska and I (NSHS) continued
work on the Nebraska Department of Roads-funded
research project to develop a GIS-based tool to better
address where deeply buried archeological sites are
likely to occur in Nebraska stream valleys. The project
is intended to help archeologists and planners to be
better informed about the location and avoidance of
sites not normally identified with traditional surface
survey and shallow shovel testing.
Our office conducted a Nebraska State Historic
Preservation Office-funded sample survey in the
central and southern Sand Hills region of Nebraska. A

PCRG Members’ Activities
field school from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Anthropology Department assisted with the fieldwork.
The project surveyed nearly 5,000 acres and discovered
over 70 new sites. The earliest site was Late Paleoindian
(Angostura) and many other properties related to the
Dismal River complex (Plains Apache) or historic
period cattle ranching. Several sites were tested and key
terrace exposures were documented by Rolfe Mandel.
Much of the mid-summer through fall was passed
helping with organizing the Plains Anthropological
Society that was held in Lincoln this year. The Society
was a co-sponsor along with the National Park Service,
Midwest Archeological Center and the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, Department of Anthropology. Our
role revolved around putting together the program
booklet, organizing a tour of sites north of Omaha, and
hosting a reception at the Nebraska History Museum. I
gave a paper on Oto-Pawnee archeology in the Donna
Roper memorial session and was a co-author on a
paper on the GIS project mentioned previously.
I did have some opportunity to work with faunal
collections, although typically as evening and weekend
spare time efforts. All of the faunal studies I worked
on this year are from Kansas including materials from
the Fool Chief village (post-contact Kansa), the Krause
II site (a Late Plains Woodland bison hunting and
processing camp), and the Schultz Mounds (Middle
Woodland burial mounds).
Bozell: Documenting
buried soils along the
Dismal River in the Sand
Hills region of central
Nebraska flanked by
Phil Geib to the left and
Rolfe Mandel to the right.
Courtney Ziska was
behind the camera.
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The personal travel highlight was a trip with my
son and his two school-age kids to Yellowstone and
Grand Teton, Wyoming. I actually had never been there
before and it truly is a stunning landscape. We made
side trips to the Buffalo Bill Center of the West in Cody,
Wyoming, and the Vore and Mammoth sites in the
Black Hills region.
Carl R. Falk
The first month of the 2016 involved a lot of shoveling,
most a result of winter storm Jonas, which dropped
substantial quantities of snow late in the month—
around 30 to 34 inches on the back deck. Admittedly,
those living in regions that experience “real snow” on
a regular basis will not be especially sympathetic, but
it was a lot of snow for south-central Pennsylvania and
came with anticipated problems in the electrical grid
and local travel.
Keeping to a “shoveling” theme, much of 2016
was given over to moving and clearing mounds of
accumulated and recently acquired project materials.
Tasks included completion of a manuscript detailing
analysis of vertebrate fauna generated by PCRG’s 2014
Upper Crossing project, identification and analysis
of vertebrate remains from PCRG’s 2015 work at
Chief Looking’s Village (CLV), and—working with
PCRG member Rob Bozell—nearly all editorial
work on contributions to the final technical report
for the Nebraska State Historical Society’s Engineer
Cantonment project. While in Lincoln, Nebraska, for
the Plains Conference (see below), I made significant
headway on taxonomic assessments of bird bone from
CLV, thanks largely to the efforts of Thomas Labedz
(University of Nebraska State Museum) and the fine
comparative collections he manages. In addition to
woodpeckers, passerines, and a variety of waterfowl, the
CLV collection includes an interesting assortment of
large raptors, in particular bald eagle, red-tailed hawk,
ferruginous hawk, and marsh hawk.
Minor consultations during 2016 comprised review
of materials from Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, South
Dakota, and North Dakota. A component of the South
Dakota work, completed in coordination with PCRG
member Michael Fosha, South Dakota State Historical
Society, included an examination of vertebrate samples
from limited test investigations at site 39ML9, a
prehistoric occupation located in the northeastern
corner of the state. The sample is relatively small but

holds an interesting mix of fish (northern pike, white
sucker, bigmouth buffalo, black bullhead, yellow perch),
reptile (pond turtle), bird (heron, waterfowl, small
waders), and mammal (jackrabbit, muskrat, mustelid,
large cervid/bison) bone. Future work is planned with
this collection.
Personal travel was restricted to a road tour of
eastern and western Tennessee, with stops to visit
family and friends, as well as a long weekend in
Annapolis, Maryland with kayaks, wandering about the
historic city, and good food. Professional travel entailed
a single visit to Lincoln to attend the 74th Annual
Plains Anthropological Conference jointly hosted by
the National Park Service’s Midwest Archeological
Center, the Nebraska State Historical Society, and the
University of Nebraska, Department of Anthropology.
The visit to Lincoln was a bit nostalgic given previous
and continuing involvement with all three sponsoring
organizations and the opportunity to visit former
residences scattered about the periphery of the city’s
core.
In addition to continuing and renewing longstanding relationships—and, of course, finding new
friends—one of many highpoints of the conference
was a reception hosted by the State Historical Society
at the Nebraska State Museum. The evening centered
on a Department of Anthropology reunion hosted by
the UNL Anthropology Alumni and Friends Advisory
Board. During the evening, the Nebraska Association
of Professional Archeologists presented the William
Duncan Strong Memorial Award to Dr. Peter Bleed
in well-deserved recognition of nearly 45 years of
outstanding research, teaching, and service to public,
profession, students, the University of Nebraska, and
the State of Nebraska.
A final personal note: active planning for the
creation of Paleocultural Research Group began in 1995
with full standing and operation achieved in 1996. The
past year marks the beginning of the organization’s
third decade of research and teaching: a genuine cause
for celebration by the full membership.
Michael Fosha
This year, a 10-day survey was conducted on state
land administrated by School and Public Lands in
Harding County, South Dakota by members of the
South Dakota Archaeological Society and individuals
from surrounding states. The project was funded
2016 Annual Report
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Fosha: One of several
defendable cairns
overlooking a large valley
near the East Short Pines.

through a grant from the South Dakota State Historic
Preservation Office. The volunteers were very
aggressive in their search for sites, which kept the
principle investigator worn and weary trying to get the
sites recorded. Next year I am thinking about shock
collars to slow them down. The survey was designed to
sample state land near monumental (by South Dakota
standards) landforms, as well as a portion of a river
setting. This included the East Short Pines, North
Cave Hills, and the North Fork Moreau River. In all,
approximately 100 new sites were recorded.
This year we will be returning to Harding County
to continue our inventory of state lands and some
salvage archaeology and testing of sites identified in the
past two years. We will also continue excavations on a
fortified village which appears to be Great Oasis, and
some excavation on a newly recorded bison kill dating
to Initial Middle Missouri period in the east central
portion of the state.
Dale Henning
Last January I would have predicted that there would
be little to report for 2016. We planned no overseas trip;
still plenty to see and do in the USA. In late March, we
drove to northwest Arkansas, around Eureka Springs
10
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and Bentonville. Bentonville is the home of the Crystal
Bridges Museum of American Art. Don’t miss it. Even
a Frank Lloyd Wright restored house, and the nearby
Indian Museum houses an excellent collection of
prehistoric artifacts, historic clothing, and regalia. A
cabin high up at Mt. Nebo State Park was pleasant and
the view remarkable.
In June, my boys, Ben and Jamie, came with their
respective significant others for Dad’s 85th birthday. A
memorable occasion!
Consultation for the South Dakota State Parks’ new
Good Earth at Blood Run State Park has been fun.
Their visitor center is nearing completion and exhibits
are under preparation. Work with the exhibitors,
Split Rock Studios and Fourth Wall Films, and with
members of the Omaha, Ponca, and Iowa tribes has
been interesting and fun. On the Iowa side, an excellent
long-range planning document has been prepared for
State Parks by Quinn Evans Associates; working with
them has been a real pleasure.
We attended the Midwest and Plains conferences
and I spoke at the latter. I presented a paper at the MidSouth Archaeological Conference held in Memphis in
mid-July. The conference topic, Cahokia: Hegemony
and Diaspora, focused on Cahokia’s influence on
adjacent regions during its heyday and the impacts

of Cahokia’s demise. I discussed Cahokia’s impact on
the huge triangular territory north and west of the
American Bottom. The resultant paper, co-authored
with Ron Schirmer, has been submitted for publication
in a planned book. Thus, in sum a busy year. Looking
forward to 2017.

from a personal perspective. Memories were still sharp
and participants provided everyone with what it was
like in the field more than 50 years ago, in many ways a
contrast to more recent times.
Once again, I volunteered two weeks for PCRG’s
dig at Chief Looking’s Village. It was memorable for
all of the fine folks I met and had a chance to work
with. I was teamed up with various archaeologists,
including Cody Anderson and Kelly Pool from
Metcalf Archaeological Consultants. It was great
working with these hard-working and productive
professionals digging several pit features. As you know,
archaeology is as much an experience in cooperation
and camaraderie as it is in digging and taking notes,
something that continues to draw me out to the field.
Like last year, this field season wasn’t without its
weather events. On two occasions, early morning
thunderstorms ripped through camp, one lasting
about 20 minutes and the other only about five. On
both occasions, my big eight-person tent almost blew

Henning: Mt. Nebo State Park, Arkansas-relax with a
great view.
Craig Johnson
This year marks the near-completion of my Middle
Missouri chipped stone book. By early 2017, I will be
submitting it to the University of Utah Press for peer
review. If all goes well, it should be published sometime
in 2018. This will mark the end of a very long and
intensive research project for me that began in 2010.
The book uses data collected by me and others starting
in the 1970s. Over the past few years I have given you
a synopsis of some of my findings in this newsletter,
which only begins to touch on some of the results
included in a manuscript pushing 800 pages.
I participated in this year’s Plains Conference
in Lincoln, Nebraska, presenting the results of my
analysis of Initial Middle Missouri chipped stone,
largely excerpted from my book. I also co-organized
a symposium, along with Karin Roberts and PCRG
member Tom Thiessen, on the social history of the
Smithsonian Institution River Basin Survey’s Missouri
Basin Project. A number of participants in the program,
along with others who had special insights into its
operation, presented their recollections and expertise

Johnson: Craig excavating a feature at Chief Looking’s
Village.
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down but I was able to brace it from the inside against
the brunt of the wind. I was cold and running out
of stamina during the longer storm and was greatly
relieved when it ended. On all but one of the previous
excavations, we never had such violent weather—
perhaps a sign of global warming? On the lighter side,
I collected data on rimsherds from the Medicine Creek
site (39LM2) during the evenings and weekends. I also
experimented taking a field shower and was able to get
clean using only a gallon of water for both wash and
rinse cycles, demonstrating that conservation measures
can be highly effective.

PCRG Members’ Activities
Mark brought on two exceptional people in Britni
Rockwell and Amy Nelson to help run the show.
Having the chance to work under Mark and with so
many incredible volunteers over the years has made me
an exponentially better archaeologist. I will continue
to volunteer my time as PCRG Treasurer because this
organization, including the people that make it up, is
something I truly believe in. Thank you all!
In addition to running the state permitting program,
a major part of my new role at History Colorado is
to run the Program for Avocational Archaeological
Certification (PAAC). I’m working on updating the
program, including new classes and adding new
avenues for avocationals to get involved, principally site
stewardship and curation training. Part of the PAAC
curriculum is to offer a summer training survey and I’m
happy to say that we’ll be partnering with PCRG for the
San Luis Valley survey this summer. I look forward to
seeing some of you out there!
Ken Kvamme

Johnson: Cody Anderson, Craig Johnson, and Kelly Pool
at Chief Looking’s Village.
Chris Johnston
In April, I (finally) finished my thesis on the Roberts
Buffalo Jump (5LR100) in northern Colorado and
graduated from Colorado State University. PCRG was
more than generous in giving me time away from work
(and a place to work sans toddler) while I made the
final push. I certainly could not have gotten to the end
without the help, guidance, and friendship of Mark
Mitchell! Thanks to everyone who offered their best
wishes (and condolences).
Then in July, and after two plus years in my dream
job with PCRG, I was offered the opportunity to
become the new Assistant State Archaeologist of
Colorado. It was an opportunity that my family and I
couldn’t pass up but it certainly wasn’t without some
bittersweet emotions. It was made easier knowing that
12
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I kept fairly busy this year with several writing projects,
field projects with PCRG and other entities, and a
guest editorship for a major journal. The last was with
Remote Sensing, a prestigious open-source journal for
remote sensing scientists. I was invited to encourage
archaeologists to submit articles for a “special issue” on
archaeological applications of ground, air, and spacebased remote sensing. With a couple of papers still in
the pipeline, this issue will ultimately contain 15 papers,
available for free download (see members’ publications
section).
My PCRG activities included completion of reports
of geophysical work performed in 2015 at Dry Creek,
Colorado, and at Chief Looking’s Village, North
Dakota. In 2016 I again guided geophysical surveys
at CLV and at another PCRG project at the Magic
Mountain site, in Colorado. A short article appeared
in the International Society for Archaeological
Prospection’s newsletter describing results at the former,
and a report was submitted to PCRG for the latter.
My writing projects, all in press or in the pipeline for
publication in 2017, included two encyclopedia entries
(spatial analysis and GIS), a research paper on methods
for isolating the dimensions of settlement choice, and
another on GIS automation for archaeological feature
detection in remote sensing data that uses data from
the Huff site, a fortified Middle Missouri village in

North Dakota, as a case study. The last is earmarked
for the proceedings of the Computer Applications in
Archaeology conference held in Oslo, Norway last
March, in which this research was presented.
Amy Koch
I have spent the past year continuing spinal cord
injury rehab therapy at Quality Living in Omaha,
Nebraska. I began watercolor painting with my mouth
this past summer. My first finished work is titled
Golden Phoenix Rooster. Doug Bamforth came to
Omaha for a visit and to discuss work on the western
Nebraska Central Plains tradition King site fauna
which is now housed at the Nebraska State Historical
Society Archaeology Division. I am in the process of
returning to my wheel chair after six weeks of bedrest.
During that time, I took the opportunity to begin
an autobiographical book. I also prepared a paper,
entitled “An Overview of Archaeological Investigations
at Fort Robinson, Nebraska” for the 74th Plains
Anthropological Conference. I am also committed to
working on illustrations for a children’s book authored
by Jack Mahaffey tentatively titled Teddy: The Story of a
Cat’s Will to Survive. I plan to return to work with the
Nebraska State Historical Society in Lincoln in 2017.

of petroglyph documentation at Wupatki National
Monument and the initiation of a comprehensive
archaeological survey of Navajo National Monument.
2016 marks the third year of our one-year rock art
documentation project, which started at Horseshoe
Mesa in 2014, expanded to Middle Mesa and WS835
in 2015, and concluded with Crack-in-Rock in 2016,
where we have so far recorded 137 petroglyph panels.
Reports for Middle Mesa and Crack-in-Rock were
completed in 2017. We also initiated a separate project
to record solar calendar panels at Horseshoe Mesa
using timelapse cameras. These will be in place for an
entire year, with quarterly visits to change memory
cards and batteries and to clean the lenses. The cameras
recorded almost 85,000 images in the fall quarter,
a daunting task of processing and analysis yet to be
undertaken.

Spurr and Purcell: Inscription House glows in the late
October afternoon sun, a view worth the harrowing drive
into and out of the canyon (especially the latter).

Koch: Golden Phoenix Rooster
Kim Spurr and David Purcell
Kim and David were once again busy at the Museum of
Northern Arizona, with collaborative projects at Arches
National Park and Glen Canyon National Recreation
Area. The highlights of the year involved the expansion

At Navajo National Monument, we worked with
the park archaeologist to inventory the Betatakin
and Administrative Units, identifying an Archaic
occupation and two sites buried in a sand dune near
Betatakin Pueblo that are likely contemporaneous
habitation sites. But the real treat was the opportunity
in October to survey around Inscription House, the
very well-preserved jacal and masonry pueblo that has
been closed to the public since 1968 due to concerns
about its fragility. We were unable to visit the ruin
itself due to massive headward erosion in the arroyo
2016 Annual Report
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Spurr and Purcell:
Members of the Museum
of Northern Arizona
Archaeology Division
contemplate all of the
meanings of “steep” and
“rugged” as they overlook
Betatakin Canyon from
its rim in July 2016.

below, which has washed away all of the existing access
routes. However, we were able to view the ruin and to
visit Owl House and Snake House, smaller habitations
in adjacent cliff alcoves. This year we completed the
fieldwork at Navajo with a visit to Keet Seel, the massive
thirteenth-century cliff dwelling that is the largest of the
sites in the monument.
Outside of fieldwork, our year was also busy with
multiple conference presentations, lectures, and
installation of our first museum exhibition. “Images
on Stone” presents the preliminary results of the
Wupatki Petroglyph Project, including children’s
activities, an interactive map, and video of one of the
solar calendars. The exhibition ran from March 26,
2016 to August 2017 when it closed to make way for a
new, permanent ethnographic gallery. Kim and David
are also on the transitional Board of Directors for
Southwestern Archaeology, Inc., a nonprofit that has
taken over administration of the Pecos Conference
and the Cordell/Powers Prize after a historic vote of
the assembled attendees at Pecos Conference in 2016.
After a year of transition, David is now President of
the elected Board of Directors and Kim is the 2018
Pecos Conference organizer, to be held in Flagstaff
next summer. Due to our paid and volunteer work
load, 2017 will be our last year as President and Vice
President of PCRG, although we will remain as full
members and on the Board of Directors.
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W. Raymond Wood
This year started off with a bang: my review of the
“Great Plains” appeared in the journal Cultura Antiqua,
published in Tokyo (don’t bother trying to read
it!). Two other publications, listed in the members’
publications section, came out in 2015 but were not
included in the 2015 PCRG report. But on February
5th, I had a blood clot migrate from my leg through my
heart to my lung, and I fell, catching my ring finger on
the shower door, and “degloved” it. With nerves and
blood vessels gone, the finger couldn’t be saved and the
digit was amputated, leaving that hand resembling that
of “E.T.” After a few days in the hospital I was moved
to The Bluffs, a nursing home for therapy to restore
my walking ability, where I spent the next month and
a half. It was a delight to be home at last, raring to get
back to work. I’d like to thank all of you for the cards
and phone calls while I was there—they helped alleviate
the long and boring therapeutic sessions during my
stay.
Carolee and I had hoped to attend my 61st Plains
Anthropological Conference in Lincoln, Nebraska,
this year, but getting around was painful enough that I
missed my first PAC in many years. So, Rob Bozell was
gracious enough to read my paper on the Canadian
trader, Peter Garrioch, in the Saturday session. Thanks,
Rob! Needless to say, my research has suffered this year,

but I’m at last back in gear, looking at fur traders of
the Upper Missouri. One project remains in limbo: the
letter book of the Upper Missouri River fur trade posts
of Fort Union. Those for Forts Tecumseh and Pierre

Chouteau are slated to appear later this year from the
South Dakota Historical Society Press. I’m currently
working on a biography of Joseph Gravelines.

Wood: Here’s a photo
from days long past,
taken in New Town,
ND, during a visit to
the site of Kipp’s Post,
a.k.a. Fort Floyd, in
1960: L to R: Frank
Larocque, who claimed
to be a descendant of fur
trader Francois-Antoine
Larocque; Bernard
Weinreich, Bismarck
resident; two of my Huff
site crew, Walter H.
Birkby (later a prominent
physical anthropologist)
and Jon Muller (later a
prominent Ohio valley
archaeologist); and
myself.

New PCRG Staff
2016 was a year of transition for the PCRG staff. In
July, PCRG Project Archaeologist Chris Johnston was
offered and accepted a new position as Colorado’s
Assistant State Archaeologist. Johnston’s contributions
to PCRG went far beyond his outstanding scholarship:
he was also a talented teacher and a thoughtful and
generous colleague. He will be missed, but his new
job offers tremendous opportunities for personal and
professional growth. Chris will continue to serve as
PCRG’s treasurer and it is likely can be persuaded to
take periodic “busman’s holidays” to join us in the field.
PCRG is pleased to welcome Britni Rockwell and
Amy Nelson to the crew! Rockwell will take over as lab
manager and volunteer coordinator. Nelson will take on
the role of project archaeologist.
Britni is a 2016 graduate of Colorado State
University, where she majored in anthropology with an
emphasis in archaeology. Britni was a member of the

2015 CSU archaeology field school, which was taught
by PCRG Research Director Mark Mitchell. She brings
outstanding organizational skills to her new job along
with a knack for making ESRI’s ArcMap do what we
want it to do.
Nelson comes to PCRG from Metcalf
Archaeological Consultants, Inc., where she served
successively as a crew chief, field director, and project
director over the course of a dozen years. Amy is
a graduate of Fort Lewis College and currently is
pursuing a Master’s degree in anthropology at St.
Cloud State University. Amy is also holds a degree
in journalism from Marquette University and, along
with her wealth of archaeological experience, brings a
journalist’s skill to the task of report writing.
PCRG’s field program has expanded over the past
several years and both Amy and Britni will help the
organization continue to grow.
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PCRG Members’ Recent Publications (continued from page 2)
Krause, Richard A., and Kacy L. Hollenback
2016 A Brief Context-Dependent Study of
Arikara Ceramic Change. In People of the Mother
Corn: Sahnish Archaeology, Ethnohistory, and
Anthropology, edited by Kacy L. Hollenback
and Richard A. Krause. Memoir 44. Plains
Anthropologist 61(240):394-409.
Kvamme, Kenneth L.
2016 Geophysical Findings at Chief Looking’s
Village, North Dakota, USA. ISAPNews 47:
8-10. http://www.archprospection.org/isapnews/
isapnews-47.
Kvamme Kenneth L. (Editor)
2016 Archaeological Prospecting and Remote
Sensing. Special Issue of Remote Sensing (ISSN
2071-4292). http://www.mdpi.com/journal/
remotesensing/special_issues/archaeological.
Lee, Craig M., Michael Neeley, Mark D. Mitchell,
Marcel Kornfeld, and Crae O’Connor
2016 Microcores and Microliths in
Northwestern Plains and Rocky Mountain
Front Lithic Assemblages. Plains Anthropologist
61(238):136-158.
Lippincott, Kerry
2016 A Report on the Prehistoric Cultural
Materials from the 1999 U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Bank Stabilization Test Excavations at
the Fort Lookout II Site, 39LM57. South Dakota
Archaeology 30:1-55.
Murray, Wendi Field, and Fern E. Swenson
2016 Situational Sedentism: Post-Contact
Arikara Settlement as Social Process in the
Middle Missouri, North Dakota. In People of the
Mother Corn: Sahnish Archaeology, Ethnohistory,
and Anthropology, edited by Kacy L. Hollenback
and Richard A. Krause. Memoir 44. Plains
Anthropologist 61(240):336-360.
Newton, Cody
2016 The Lykins Valley site (5LR263): An Early
Nineteenth Century Indigenous Occupation at
the Western Edge of The Central Plains. Plains
Anthropologist 61(237):50-75.
Rood, Ronald J., and Kimberly Kintz
2016 Perspectives from the Intermountain West
and the Great Basin. In The National Historic
Preservation Act: Past, Present, and Future, edited
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by Kimball M. Banks and Ann M. Scott, pp. 199212. Routledge, New York.
Roth, Barbara J., and Maxine E. McBrinn
2016 Late Holocene Research on Foragers and
Farmers in the Desert West. University of Utah
Press, Salt Lake City.
Schlanger, Sarah, Richard H. Wilshusen, and Heidi
Roberts
2016 From Mining Sites to Mining Data:
Archaeology’s Future. Kiva 81(1-2):80-99.
Stoltman, James B., and Joseph A. Tiffany
2016 Using Ceramic Petrography to Evaluate the
Nature of Cultural Interaction Between the Spoon
River Culture of the Central Illinois Valley and the
Mill Creek Culture of Northwest Iowa. Journal of
the Iowa Archeological Society 63:21–43.
Swenson, Fern E., Paul Picha, and Amy Bleier
2016 A Retrospective from the North Dakota
State Historic Preservation Office. In The National
Historic Preservation Act: Past, Present, and Future,
edited by Kimball M. Banks and Ann M. Scott, pp.
65-84. Routledge, New York.
Wiewel, Adam S., and Kenneth L. Kvamme
2016 The Nineteenth-Century Mandan/Arikara
Village at Fort Clark: Results from a MultiInstrument Remote Sensing Investigation. In
People of the Mother Corn: Sahnish Archaeology,
Ethnohistory, and Anthropology, edited by Kacy L.
Hollenback and Richard A. Krause. Memoir 44.
Plains Anthropologist 61(240):449-468.
Wilshusen, Richard H., Michael Heilen, Wade Catts,
Karyn de Dufour, and Bradford Jones
2016 Archaeological Survey Data Quality,
Durability, and Use in the United States: Findings
and Recommendations. Advances in Archaeological
Practice 4(2):106-117.
Wood, W. Raymond
2016 Fort George and the Union Fur Company
on the Upper Missouri River. South Dakota History
45(4):305-326.
2016 Great Plains. Cultura Antiqua 67(3):76-80.
[In Japanese, published by Meiji University, Tokyo.]
Wood, W. Raymond, and Michael M. Casler
2016 A Revised History of Fort Floyd. North
Dakota History 80(4):3-13.

